


At Bluscript Private Equity, we help our
investors and company founders to make
strategic decisions that are in harmony with
Scripture Guided Christian values, and to
offer the flexibility to back causes that are
close to their hearts. 

By fostering a close connection
based on shared fundamental
beliefs, we offer you the chance
to invest in projects that hold
significance for you. 

Welcome To Bluscript
Private Equity

Tyler Greene
General Partner



Vision And
Mission

Mission

Vision

We proactively scout for outstanding ideas and
visionary entrepreneurs within Atlantic Canada,
fostering their potential to establish highly
scalable ventures.

 Bluscript Private Equity is an innovative private
equity firm rooted in scripture-based principles.
Operating from Prince Edward Island, our primary
focus is supporting high-growth companies in
Atlantic Canada as they strive to achieve their
objectives. 



Christian Values

Focus on upward mobility

Leadership

Investment in employees

The entrepreneurs we work with
prioritize their own business, but
they also show a willingness to
support others in our network.
They offer advisory services,
networking, and even assistance
in finding employees or sharing
resources.

We align ourselves with
companies operated by people

who hold strong Christian Values

Our selection process for
partnering with entrepreneurs
involves seeking out individuals
who are highly motivated, take
pride in their company, and are
dedicated to continually leading
and improving their
organization.

We seek out entrepreneurs who
aspire to expand their

businesses through means such
as acquiring other companies,

increasing market share, and
enhancing customer

experiences.

What We Look For In
Founders



Our Approach

What We Do Sectors Strategy Transactions

We invest our
time, skills and

money into high-
growth

opportunities,
while adhering to

strict Scripture
Guided Christian

principles.

Blue Economy /
Health & Wellness
/ Sustainability /

Real Estate /
Ocean Tech /

Food Tech / A.I. /
Software / Clean

Tech

We look for investment opportunities in companies that have
meaningful growth potential, sustainable differentiation or high value

proposition.

Our investment
strategy involves

taking an
influential
position in

companies, with
a preference for
those where the

founder(s)  team
maintain

significant equity
interests in the

business.

We have a
particular interest

in investment
opportunities

such as Growth
Capital

Investments,
Management

Buyouts,
Recapitalizations,
and Divestitures.



Our Scripture
Guided Focus

Development

Financial Goals

Stability & Commitment

Community

We offer flexible marketing, development &
financial solutions, scalable strategies, and

executing missions to drive growth and
success..

Our goal is to build businesses that can thrive in
the long-term, and we work closely with our

partners to achieve this objective.

We're committed to supporting our investees in
making strategic decisions and investments that will
contribute to sustained success beyond our
involvement.

We prioritize building a strong, ongoing
relationship with our clients based on trust,
communication, and transparency.



Development
Strategy

History

Mission Method

At Bluscript Private Equity, we believe that
your investments should reflect your values
and bring you peace. This means investing in
high-quality companies that meet both
financial and values-based criteria.

Tyler Greene is a serial entrepreneur,
specializing in the clean tech sector. Tyler
founded Bluscript Private Equity this year to
help grow Christian businesses in Atlantic
Canada.

Our aim is to assist our clients in
investing in companies that are
making positive moral & ethical
contributions to society.

We endorse companies making a
positive impact on the world & We
work with investors who want to
promote Scripturally-Guided Christian
Companies.



We founded Bluscript Private
Equity to help bring forth the
good works of our Heavenly
Father and to grow his kingdom
here on earth.

Contact Us

www.bluscript.vc

902.326.8983

tyler@bluscript.vc

Montague, PE, Canada


